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An overview of the results on the charged Higgs boson searches by the CMS Collaboration is
presented. As different models with extended Higgs sectors predict different production and
decay modes for these particles, the CMS search program for charged Higgs bosons covers a
variety of final states targeting different models. The results of searches for charged Higgs bosons
decaying into cs, cb, tb, τ + ντ , W+ Z (or charge-conjugate final states) and for doubly-charged
Higgs bosons decaying into W± W± are summarized. The observed limits agree with the standard
model predictions.
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1. Introduction

second to bW , and NttSM is also calculated from simulation, as given by the tt background in
Table 3. Eq. (4) does not depend on any MSSM parameters. Therefore, the obtained limit in the
absence of a significant excess or deficit of events is model-independent.

2. The CMS detector
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Figure 6: Exclusion limit on the branching fraction B(t ! H+ b) as a function of mH+ assuming
B(H+ ! cs) = 100%.
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Figure 1: The observed (solid black lines) and expected (dashed lines) 95% confidence level (CL) upper
limits on the branching fraction of t → bH± , with H+ decaying exclusively into cs (left) [5] or cb (right) [6].
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Several extensions of the standard model predict a complex Higgs sector with several Higgs
fields, yielding a spectrum of Higgs bosons with different masses, charges and other properties.
The CMS Collaboration has a wide search program for charged Higgs bosons (H± ), with different
search channels motivated by different models.
Two-Higgs-doublet models (2HDMs) predict five Higgs bosons, two of which are charged [1].
In 2HDMs, the dominant H+ decay modes are typically τ + ντ and tb, or cb and cs, depending on
how the two Higgs doublets couple to fermions. (Charge-conjugate processes with H− are always
implied.) The minimal supersymmetric standard model is a special case of 2HDM [2].
The H± are also predicted by more complex models, such as triplet models [3, 4]. The phenomenology of the triplet models is different from52HDMs,
as H± couples to vector bosons at tree
10
Results
level and double-charged Higgs bosons (H++ ) are introduced.
+ b) via the following relation:
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The results of a search for doublyttντ [8,
+
+
charged Higgs bosons decaying into W W [13] are also presented.
Here, N HW is estimated from simulation forcing the first top quark to decay to bH+ and the

3. Results
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H± as predicted by the 2HDM was performed

√
of data collected at center-of-mass energy of s = 8 TeV. The results of searches for H+ → cs [5]
and H+ → cb [6] are summarized in Fig. 1. Also H+ → tb (Fig. 2, left) and H+ → τ + ντ channels
were studied, covering H± mass range up to 600 GeV [7]. The τ + ντ channel was revisited at
√
s = 13 TeV in 2016, extending the search range to 3 TeV as shown in Fig 2 (right) [9].1
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igure 10: Expected and observed 95% CL upper limits on s(pp ! t(b)H+ ) for the combinaFigure 2: The observed (solid black lines) and expected (dashed lines) 95% CL upper limits on the H±
on of the µth , `+jets, and ``0 final states assuming +B(H+ ! tb) = 1. The region above +the
production cross section, assuming H decaying exclusively into tb (left) [7] or τ ντ (right) [9].
olid line is excluded.
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The H± and H±± produced in vector boson fusion and decaying as H+ → W+ Z [12] and
H++ → W+ W+ [13], as predicted by triplet models, were searched for using 35.9 fb−1 of data
√
collected at center-of-mass energy of s = 13 TeV. These results are summarized in Fig. 3.
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In October 2018, a new result on this channel was made public, witha larger data set of 35.9 fb
methods and with the mH± ∼ mt mass region included for the first time in CMS [10].
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4. Summary
An overview of the results on the charged Higgs boson searches by the CMS Collaboration is
provided. The results of searches for charged Higgs bosons decaying into cs, cb, tb, τ + ντ , W+ Z
final states, and for doubly-charged Higgs bosons decaying into W+ W+ are presented, and they
agree with the standard model predictions.
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